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The lab home page
Getting a home page for the lab onto
the internet is relatively easy — all
you need is a server to store the file —
but making it look good and having
some useful content is a different
matter. The spider has crawled across
the full spectrum of lab pages: some
are tedious, listing lab personnel and
their rodent pets; some are almost art,
so clever is their use of graphics, Java
and other gadgets; and many make a
genuine contribution to the scientific
community, with protocols, software
or data for other biologists, or
explanations for a wider audience.
When all the best elements are
present, you get a useful home page
such as that of the Molecular Motors
Group (Marie Curie Research
Institute). They have simple
explanations of their work for those
who know nothing of kinesins, a
short movie of a kinesin strolling
along a microtubule, and pictures of
the microtubules themselves.
Some lab pages, of course, are
fanatical rants against the injustices
of the peer-review system or the
editors of journals; these are seldom
useful, just free speech.
Building the lab site
Web pages are written in HTML
(hypertext mark-up language) — text
with tags, the sort we thought we’d
left behind with the 1970s word
processing programs. Writing the text
to go on your page is easy, adding the
tags is tedious. For a gentle
introduction to the HTML terms
you’ll encounter, try The Rubber
Duck Madness HTML Guide. For
more comprehensive primers to get
you started, The spider recommends A
Beginners Guide to HTML and An
Introduction to HTML.
Making your site look pretty
Your content may be great, but a grey
background and huge blocks of text
will put many surfers off. Clear
layout, some attractive colours and
handy links for navigating around are
the way forward. The Colour Centre,
allows you to choose and adjust
colour for the background, text and
links, and then copy-and-paste the
HTML straight into your document.
Frames allow you to split the
window into independent scrollable
panels, each of which can display a
different web page or image.
Although these are often over-used
by web-page designers, they can be
useful for presenting navigational
links. The Flybase shows their
advantages and disadvantages: easy
to navigate around, but somehow
cluttered (although there is a version
of the site without frames). The
Netscape Frames Tutorial is a step-
by-step guide. And tables are not just
useful for big lists, but very handy for
layouts of links and graphics: the
Table Tutor is a bit chatty but quite
thorough.
Graphics 
There are two main graphic formats
used on web pages: JPEG and GIF.
Both are based on bitmaps (or raster),
and both have built-in compression.
But keep the file size of your
pictures small, or surfers will get
bored as your photos download. For
an example of how to use small
graphics, the Weigel lab at the Salk
Institute has ‘thumbnail’ photos of
Arabidopsis, with each thumbnail
linking to a bigger, higher-resolution
photo of a plant or its flowers.
Content
Perhaps the trickiest part is getting
the content right. Pages of personnel
and their hobbies are really only of
interest for e-mail addresses and fax
numbers. For an example of The
spider’s idea of a useful site, check
out The Aberystwyth Quantitative
Biology and Analytical
Biotechnology Group. They offer
tutorials on their areas of research
(metabolic control analysis), software
for solving complicated kinetics and
links to other sites. 
Finally, before you put your web
site out for all to see, have a look at
The Top Ten Ways to Tell if you
Have a Sucky Home page, and the
Dos and Don’ts of Web Page Design.
Rude and opinionated these pages
may be, but they do point out all the
clichés and emphasize that clear,
well laid-out pages with fast-loading
graphics will prevent surfers hitting
the ‘Back’ button.
The spider also recommends a look
at the Arachnid site (needs Javascript
and Netscape 3), designed by a
group of Malaysian computer boffins
who build web sites. No biology
content, but a great tarantula and a
look at the latest web technology.
Definitions of the ‘web words’ used in this
article can be found in Current Biology
6:494 or its electronic equivalent on
http://BioMedNet.com/cbiology/cub.htm
E-mail: spider@cursci.co.uk
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This month’s URLs
HTML guides and resources
The Rubber Duck Madness HTML Guide http://www2.bath.ac.uk/~ma4rms/html.html
Introduction to HTML http://www.cwru.edu/help/introHTML/toc.html
Beginners Guide to HTML http://www.ncsa.uiuc.edu/General/Internet/WWW/HTMLPrimer.html
Colour Centre http://www.hidaho.com/colorcenter/cc.html
The Netscape Frames Tutorial  http://www.newbie.net/frames
Table Tutor http://junior.apk.net/~jbarta/tutor/tables/index.html
Biology home pages
Molecular Motors Group http://194.82.114.11/motorhome.html




The Top Ten Ways to Tell if you Have a Sucky Home page http://www.glover.com/sucky.html
Do’s and Don’ts of Web Page Design http://www.glover.com/dd.html
Arachnid http://www.arachnid.com.my
